Eisen Experiential Learning Endowment
Proposal: Iron Wedding
Jenny K. Hager, Sculpture
Intended Use of Funds
Currently, I am working on a project called “Iron Wedding,” which is a performance that
will take place at the International Contemporary Cast Iron Art Conference in Scranton,
PA. My plan is to take approximately 20 students to the conference in May 2018 to
perform this piece. Two former students (one from Photo and one from Sculpture) will
actually be getting married during the performance.
I have designed a collaborative and interdisciplinary course around this project but the
performance will be completed outside of class and much larger in scope than any
traditional curriculum.
The idea is to engage the entire art department (the students in my course) and beyond.
Sheila Goloborotko’s Printmaking class will be printing on leather costume elements.
Andrew Smith’s 3D Design class will be creating props to use in the performance. I am
also planning to work with the music department to create some musical instruments
out of non-traditional materials.
Course Description
ART 3930: Interdisciplinary Performance Art
This course is open to all Art & Design majors, although other majors are
welcome upon request. The curriculum will be focused on a large-scale
interdisciplinary and collaborative performance event including elements
of fire, cast iron, printmaking, painting, light, design, and music. Students
will build props, costumes, non-traditional musical instruments and other
central elements. They will also learn about performance art and how to
create and work within a narrative.
This performance will be executed at UNF and then again at the
International Iron Conference in Scranton, PA (encouraged, but not
required).

Itemized Budget
We are seeking funding to be utilized for costumes, props and other performance based
elements (such as non-traditional musical instruments) to the conference.
Steel $500
Wood $300
Leather $500
Ink $400
Paint $300
Hardware/Miscellaneous $250
Fiberfrax $250
TOTAL $2500
Number of Students Impacted
The idea is that this project will be contagious and have its own momentum, much like
the collaborative Print+Sculpt project of 2011, “Wolfbat Wedding,” where the entire art
department and much of the music department were somehow involved in the project
(approximately 150 students in all).
15 students will be enrolled in the course, “Interdisciplinary Performance Art,” which
will be the primary players within the performance, however at least two other classes
will be involved in creating the framework and I do believe that we will have many other
students join in, too!

Performance Photo from Wolfbat Wedding 2011

